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1: From SRS0=FoDZ=PP=csd.uwo.ca=webber@uwo.ca Fri Mar 18 20:25:14 2016
2: Delivered-To: me@uwo.ca
3: MIME-version: 1.0
4: Content-transfer-encoding: 7BIT
5: Content-type: text/plain; CHARSET=US-ASCII
6: From: Robert E Webber <webber@csd.uwo.ca>
7: Message-id: <201603190037.u2J0blG4022953@bonnie.csd.uwo.ca>
8: Date: Fri, 18 Mar 2016 20:37:47 -0400
9: To: webber@csd.uwo.ca

10: Subject: CS3342 PEER EVALUATION
11: User-Agent: Heirloom mailx 12.4 7/29/08
12: X-TM-AS-MML: disable
13: Status: O
14:
15: ...
16:
17: Group Peer Evaluation Form
18:
19: Time period evaluated
20: STARTING
21:  WEEK (1 - 13): 3
22:  DAY (TU or TH): TU
23: ENDING
24:  WEEK (1 - 13): 6
25:  DAY (TU or TH): TH
26:
27: Team Member Names
28:   SELF: me
29:   OTHER #1: mini-me
30:   OTHER #2: absent-me
31:   OTHER #3:
32:   OTHER #4:
33:   OTHER #5:
34:
35: Rate 5--Strongly Agree; 4--Agree; 3--Neutral; 2-- Disagree; 1--Strongly Disa

gree
36: (you may use 1 digit fractional values, like 3.3 -- within range 1 to 5 and
37: not more than one decimal place).
38:
39: Contributed a fair share to the overall work of the group. (averaged over 
40: time absent and time present).
41:   SELF: 3
42:   OTHER #1: 4
43:   OTHER #2: 5
44:   OTHER #3:
45:   OTHER #4:
46:   OTHER #5:
47:   WORST MARK:
48:   <Explanation>
49: I have low self esteem   
50:   </Explanation>
51:   BEST MARK:
52:   <Explanation>
53: Some people are better when not present
54:   </Explanation>
55:
56: Worked well with other group members.
57:   SELF: 4
58:   OTHER #1: 3
59:   OTHER #2: 5
60:   OTHER #3:
61:   OTHER #4:
62:   OTHER #5:
63:   WORST MARK:
64:   <Explanation>
65: talked when I wanted to talk
66:   </Explanation>
67:   BEST MARK:
68:   <Explanation>

69: never interrupted me
70:   </Explanation>
71:
72: How the numbers get used?
73:    The geometric mean is computed for the entries for each student (both
74:    self and peer).  Any missing entries or missing forms are assumed to 
75:    contain a 1.  The (geometric mean / 5) * number of weeks gives
76:    your weighted peer evaluation for that time period.  The sum of the
77:    weighted peer evaluations corresponding to your 8 best weeks divided
78:    by 8 tells us what fraction of the 6% of the course mark
79:    allocated to peer evaluation that you have earned.
80:
81: What happens to worst mark explanation?
82:    It gets sent to person/people who got the worst mark (name of person
83:    who wrote it withheld)
84:
85: What happens to best mark explanation?
86:    They get sent to all members of the group (mark and what it was
87:    awarded for) (name of person who wrote it withheld).
88:
89: What if I don’t like my mark?
90:    I reserve the right to adjust the peer marks, both of the people who
91:    get them and the people who gave them, provided there is a complaint.
92:    However, as I am not actually at the group meetings, I tend to rely
93:    heavily on what appears to be the concensus position of the group
94:    on the matter.
95:
96:    Moving forward, of course, you can always seek out a new group.
97:    The more frequently you do peer evaluations, the less 
98:
99:    Note that using the 8 best in the course mark calculation does

100:    make it easier to walk away from a malfunctioning group.
101:
102: What if I don’t give an explanation of a best or worst mark?
103:    Then the mark won’t be counted in evaluating peers and your
104:    self mark in that category will be replaced with 1.
105:
106: COMMENTS (including, but not limited to new categories that should
107: be added to above form or removed from above form).
108: <COMMENT>
109:
110: This was fun.  Let’s do more.
111: Please.
112:
113: </COMMENT>
114:
115: From webber@uwo.ca Fri Mar 18 20:28:57 2016
116: Delivered-To: me@uwo.ca
117: MIME-version: 1.0
118: Content-transfer-encoding: 7BIT
119: Content-type: text/plain; CHARSET=US-ASCII
120: From: Robert E Webber <webber@csd.uwo.ca>
121: Message-id: <201603190041.u2J0fVIl022960@bonnie.csd.uwo.ca>
122: Date: Fri, 18 Mar 2016 20:41:31 -0400
123: To: webber@csd.uwo.ca
124: Subject: CS3342 PEER EVALUATION
125: User-Agent: Heirloom mailx 12.4 7/29/08
126: X-TM-AS-MML: disable
127: Status: O
128:
129:
130: ...
131:
132: Group Peer Evaluation Form
133:
134: Time period evaluated
135: STARTING
136:  WEEK (1 - 13):1
137:  DAY (TU or TH):TU
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138: ENDING
139:  WEEK (1 - 13):4
140:  DAY (TU or TH):TH
141:
142: Team Member Names
143:   SELF:mini-me
144:   OTHER #1:me
145:   OTHER #2:unknown
146:   OTHER #3:
147:   OTHER #4:
148:   OTHER #5:
149:
150: Rate 5--Strongly Agree; 4--Agree; 3--Neutral; 2-- Disagree; 1--Strongly Disa

gree
151: (you may use 1 digit fractional values, like 3.3 -- within range 1 to 5 and
152: not more than one decimal place).
153:
154: Contributed a fair share to the overall work of the group. (averaged over 
155: time absent and time present).
156:   SELF:5
157:   OTHER #1:2
158:   OTHER #2:3
159:   OTHER #3:
160:   OTHER #4:
161:   OTHER #5:
162:   WORST MARK:
163:   <Explanation>
164: I would rather not say, but you better not do it
165: again.
166:   </Explanation>
167:   BEST MARK:
168:   <Explanation>
169: just tell me the answer
170:   </Explanation>
171:
172: Worked well with other group members.
173:   SELF:3
174:   OTHER #1:2
175:   OTHER #2:1
176:   OTHER #3:
177:   OTHER #4:
178:   OTHER #5:
179:   WORST MARK:
180:   <Explanation>
181: didn’t write down what I said
182:   </Explanation>
183:   BEST MARK:
184:   <Explanation>
185: let me fill out their peer evaluation form
186:   </Explanation>
187:
188: How the numbers get used?
189:    The geometric mean is computed for the entries for each student (both
190:    self and peer).  Any missing entries or missing forms are assumed to 
191:    contain a 1.  The (geometric mean / 5) * number of weeks gives
192:    your weighted peer evaluation for that time period.  The sum of the
193:    weighted peer evaluations corresponding to your 8 best weeks divided
194:    by 8 tells us what fraction of the 6% of the course mark
195:    allocated to peer evaluation that you have earned.
196:
197: What happens to worst mark explanation?
198:    It gets sent to person/people who got the worst mark (name of person
199:    who wrote it withheld)
200:
201: What happens to best mark explanation?
202:    They get sent to all members of the group (mark and what it was
203:    awarded for) (name of person who wrote it withheld).
204:
205: What if I don’t like my mark?

206:    I reserve the right to adjust the peer marks, both of the people who
207:    get them and the people who gave them, provided there is a complaint.
208:    However, as I am not actually at the group meetings, I tend to rely
209:    heavily on what appears to be the concensus position of the group
210:    on the matter.
211:
212:    Moving forward, of course, you can always seek out a new group.
213:    The more frequently you do peer evaluations, the less 
214:
215:    Note that using the 8 best in the course mark calculation does
216:    make it easier to walk away from a malfunctioning group.
217:
218: What if I don’t give an explanation of a best or worst mark?
219:    Then the mark won’t be counted in evaluating peers and your
220:    self mark in that category will be replaced with 1.
221:
222: COMMENTS (including, but not limited to new categories that should
223: be added to above form or removed from above form).
224: <COMMENT>
225:
226: one more
227: time 
228: please
229:
230:
231: </COMMENT>
232:


